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GENERAL HUNT INFORMATION 
 
With many different packages to choose from, there is something here 

for everyone. Whether you are hunting by yourself, with a friend or part of a 
group, we can accommodate your needs.  

Depending on the package, hunts are either one-on-one or two-on-one 
guided by the finest guides in the country. Here at Legends Ranch we offer 
a true hunt for the trophy of a lifetime and nothing less. 
 
All hunts include: 
 Experienced guide service 
 Taxidermy prep 
 Professional cuisine prepared by in-house Executive Chef 
 First class accommodations in rustic hunting lodge 
 On-call massage therapist  
 Legends limo transportation to and from local airport 

(Beginning and end of scheduled hunt only) 
 
A 50 percent nonrefundable deposit will hold your hunt reservation for 

this year. A 25 percent deposit will hold your reservation for the next year. 
Hunt balance is due 60 days prior to hunt date. All hunt deposits are non-
refundable. Hunt licenses are hunter specific and nontransferable. Hunt 
costs are based on cash (US) payments. Other methods will require a ser-
vice charge. 

PRESIDENTIAL HUNTS 
 
On this four-day hunt the field is yours. Introducing the Presidential 

Hunt, where you will experience the pinnacle of what the hunting industry 
has to offer. There are no age- or antler-restrictions. If you are looking for 
that perfect typical, one of a kind non-typical, heavy mass, width and tine 
length, Legends Ranch can provide what you value most in an exceptional 
whitetail trophy. 

 
Hunts are limited. One hunter, one guide: $17,000—$20,000 

RUT HUNTS 
 
This highly coveted time of the year is packed with excitement as you  

search for the largest mature whitetail buck Legends Ranch has to offer. 
Whether you are on the ground trying to rattle one in or sitting over a 
field waiting for one of those trophy bucks to make a mistake, the action 
will be non-stop for the four days you spend with us. The Rut Hunt at 
Legends Ranch will be a true hunt you will never forget. 

 
One hunter, one guide: Four days, $13,000 

MANAGER’S HUNTS 
 
The carefully managed herd here at Legends Ranch allows us to pro-

vide our Manager’s Hunts. On this hunt you will be testing your skills 
against a mature whitetail buck who has reached full antler potential. 
This hunt provides trophies which fall short of the criteria for a Rut Hunt.  
 
LEVEL ONE — One hunter, one guide: 4 days $5,500 
Up to 160 SCI      Two hunters, one guide: 4 days $3,500 per hunter 
LEVEL TWO — One hunter, one guide: $8,100 
Up to 180 SCI      Two hunters, one guide: $7,600 per hunter 
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SPRING TURKEY HUNTS 
 
Come and hunt with your guide for one cunning long beard on 2,000 

acres of land packed with prime turkey habitat. When not in the field 
hunting, enjoy looking for sheds and tagging fawns at the ranch. 

One hunter, one guide: 3 days $1,600 
 
For the May season, purchase the Guaranteed Hunt Period License 

Hunt No. 234 online at www.michigan.gov/dnr. 
 
Please contact Legends Ranch to schedule your exclusive hunt. 


